
PREMIER VILLAS
VILLA AND APARTMENT HOLIDAYS

The handpicked Premier Villas portfolio of luxury villas, farmhouses, townhouses and apartments 
spans Portugal, Italy, Greece and Turkey and includes a wealth of extraordinary properties.

Premier Villas’ luxury properties are located in these regions: 

Portugal
Western Algarve 
Central Algarve  
Eastern Algarve 

Italy
Tuscany 

Amalfi Coast 
Sicily 

Sardinia 
Puglia 

Greece
Crete 

Cyclades Islands 
Ionian Islands

Turkey
Aegean coast 

Mediterranean coast 



THE PREMIER VILLAS PROPERTIES

 
 
 

From palatial farmhouses in Italy and spectacular hilltop retreats in the Algarve to sprawling Turkish 
getaways and island hideaways in Greece, Premier Villas’ handpicked properties offer an exclusive blend 
of luxury, style, relaxation, privacy and security in the most sought-after destinations.

PREMIER VILLAS 
MEDIA ENQUIRIES

THE PREMIER 
VILLAS STORY

THE PREMIER 
VILLAS SERVICE

Choosing one of Premier 
Villas’ luxury properties 
is just the start of an 
extraordinary holiday. From 
our online destination guides 
and blog with information 
on where to go and what 
to do and our easy-to-use 
booking service and transfer 
organisation to assistance 
with car hire and event 
planning, and welcome 
baskets and villa managers 
who are on hand at every 
property, we like to make 
sure that every little detail is 
taken care of. 

Premier Villas is one of the 
UK’s leading independent 
luxury holiday property 
companies, with its villas, 
farmhouses, townhouses 
and apartments in Portugal, 
Italy, Greece and Turkey 
enjoyed by discerning 
clients around the world. 
Established in 1998, Premier 
Villas started life offering 
luxury properties in the 
Algarve, before expanding 
its portfolio to include 
deluxe destinations in Italy 
and Turkey from 2010 and 
Greece from 2012. 

Premier Villas’ properties 
are available for features 
in online and print media, 
including magazines, 
newspaper and travel 
guides. A range of high-and 
low-resolution images can 
be supplied.

Premier Villas co-owner 
Monica Mezzacasa is 
available for interview. 

Please direct all PR 
enquiries to  
pr@premiervillas.net or 
+44 (0)1243 514 970.



WESTERN ALGARVE 
Perfect for spring, summer and autumn

The Premier Villas’ portfolio in the western 
Algarve, starting at Portimao and spanning, 
among others, Praia Da Rocha, Lagos, Praia 
Da Luz and Sagres, combines traditional 
and modern-style villas and exclusive villas, 
apartments and townhouses located in  
luxury resorts.

Our luxury villas, with their grand terraces, 
private pools and sweeping views, are 
located within easy reach of the region’s 
towns and coastline so that exploring the 
western Algarve’s many attractions, from its 
golf courses to its nature reserves, is simple 
to do, but the properties are far enough away 
from any hustle and bustle to ensure a private, 
secluded getaway.

CENTRAL ALGARVE 
Perfect for spring, summer and autumn

Premier Villas’ holiday properties in the central 
Algarve, a region that stretches from Faro in 
the east to Portimao in the west, are a mixture 
of traditional and modern-style luxury villas and 
exclusive villas, apartments and townhouses 
located in luxury resorts.

Our handpicked, superbly equipped properties, 
some of which have their own sports rooms 
and facilities, are located in the region’s main 
towns, including Almancil and Albufeira, as well 
as in and around Quinta do Lago, Vilamoura 
and Loule, and the resorts of Armacao de 
Pera, Porches, Carvoeiro and Silves.

EASTERN ALGARVE 
Perfect for spring, summer and autumn

The Premier Villas’ luxury property portfolio 
in the eastern Algarve, focused on the towns 
of Olhao, Tavira, Castro Marim and Vila Real 
de Santo Antonio, comprises a mixture of 
extraordinary traditional and modern-style 
holiday villas.

While the main towns in the eastern Algarve are 
situated a little further inland, separated from 
the Atlantic by the salt-pans, marshland and 
lagoons of the Ria Formosa Nature Reserve, 
giving the region a more relaxed ambience, 
Premier Villas’ luxury villas still enjoy panoramic 
sea views and access to long sandy beaches.

PREMIER VILLAS PORTUGAL



TUSCANY 
Perfect all year round

The Premier Villas’ portfolio in Tuscany 
comprises a wonderful mix of traditional 
country houses and manor houses that  
enjoy sweeping views of the breathtaking 
Tuscan countryside. Our extraordinary 
properties are largely concentrated to the  
south of Siena in the Crete Senesi, which is 
famous for the rich colours that tell the story  
of the changing seasons.

AMALFI COAST  
Perfect for spring, summer and autumn

Premier Villas’ handpicked properties on the 
Amalfi Coast are a mixture of extraordinary 
traditional and modern-style luxury villas. Every 
villa enjoys spectacular views over the sparkling 
seas below, whose dramatic coastline and 
picturesque villages make it the envy of the 
world and a perfect location for romantic 
holidays, weddings and honeymoons. 

SICILY  
Perfect for spring, summer and autumn

Premier Villas’ handpicked luxury beach villas 
and traditional country houses in Sicily are 
concentrated in western Sicily, whose mixture 
of volcanic landscape, sweeping countryside, 
ancient Greek and Baroque architecture and 
beautiful coastline make this Italian region a 
much-coveted holiday destination.  

SARDINIA 
Perfect for summer

Premier Villas’ luxury beach villas are located 
on Costa Smeralda and Costa Verde. Costa 
Smeralda is a playground of the rich and 
famous and our handpicked properties offer a 
taste of this superyacht lifestyle. Costa Verde 
is the opposite: unspoilt and little developed, 
boasting deserted beaches and shimmering 
seas, which are just a stone’s throw from  
our villas.

PUGLIA 
Perfect for summer

Premier Villas’ handpicked portfolio in Puglia 
comprises a mixture of traditional and modern 
luxury properties, including an exclusive 
collection of Trulli and Masserie, old family 
homes and estate buildings that once served 
the region’s landowning elite and now have 
been restored and transformed into incredible 
holiday properties.

PREMIER VILLAS ITALY



CYCLADES ISLANDS 
Perfect from April to October

Premier Villas’ handpicked villas on the 
Cyclades Islands combine the beauty of 
traditional Greek architecture with the style and 
comfort of modern luxury. 

Located on the beautiful islands of Andros, 
Antiparos and Koufonissia, our luxury 
properties provide an extraordinary base from 
which to explore a rich mixture of Greek island 
living. The islands of Mykonos, Naxos, Paros 
and Santorini are only a short journey away. 

Whether offering views of the breathtaking 
coastline and idyllic blue seas or the gently 
rolling hills of the unique island landscape, our 
extraordinary villas are the perfect place for an 
unforgettable Greek holiday.

IONIAN ISLANDS 
Perfect from April to October

Premier Villas’ portfolio of holiday properties 
on the Greek Ionian Islands include grand 
getaways in Kefalonia, beach villas in Corfu, 
hilltop hideaways in Zante and palatial retreats 
in Paxos. 

From every one of our extraordinary Ionian 
Islands holiday properties, guests can enjoy 
sweeping views of the beautiful coastline that 
these islands are famous for. At some, the 
white sands and crystal clear waters are just a 
few steps away.

Whether perched above the blue seas, yards 
from the sand, or nestled amid the olive trees, 
our handpicked properties blend traditional 
architecture, modern luxury and incredible 
scenery to breathtaking effect. 

CRETE 
Perfect from April to October

Premier Villas’ handpicked luxury villas on the 
island of Crete are a range of properties that 
boast a breathtaking blend of modern and 
traditional design, not to mention incredible  
sea views.

Our extraordinary villas all enjoy spectacular 
panoramas of the island coastline. From some, 
guests can enjoy an uninterrupted view from 
their own infinity pools.

As well as being only an olive stone’s throw 
from the sandy beaches, our properties are 
also perfectly placed to enjoy the gorges, 
mountains, plains and plateaux that Crete is 
also famous for.

PREMIER VILLAS GREECE



AEGEAN COAST 
Perfect all year round

The Premier Villas’ luxury holiday villas on 
the Aegean coast are located in the south of 
this region and these breathtaking properties 
combine traditional and modern design.

Our handpicked holiday properties all enjoy 
wonderful views of the beautiful Aegean 
coastline. Some are perched amid the cliffs 
overlooking the sparkling waters and some 
have beaches all of their own. Venture inland 
and, dotted among the fishing villages, there 
are pine woods, rocky crags and olive  
groves galore.

From beach villas and hilltop hideaways to 
mountainside mansions and honeymoon 
cottages, Premier Villas’ holiday properties  
are the perfect way to enjoy the Aegean 
coastal region.

MEDITERRANEAN COAST 
Perfect all year round

Premier Villas’ handpicked holiday properties 
on the Mediterranean coast are located in the 
picturesque towns of Kas and Kalkan, where 
fishing, diving and yachting are among the 
favourite pastimes.

Our luxury properties range from lavish hillside 
villas and sprawling hideaways perched high 
above the town to private getaways with 
majestic views across the Kalkan and Kalamar 
bays and secluded retreats whose verandas 
and balconies provide breathtaking scenery to 
accompany the peace and tranquillity.

Our extraordinary villas are perfect for 
exploring the Turquoise Coast, with its sandy 
beaches set against a striking backdrop of 
Mediterranean mountains, or for simply relaxing 
in the pool or on the terrace.

PREMIER VILLAS TURKEY


